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Microsoft Company Meeting
Draft Talking Points
Outline
Bill
As Microsoft matures, how will you continue to ensure that it keeps trying to innovate,
building the better mouse trap, recreating itself: continue to focus on the future and not
just rest on past laurels and defend its existing portfolio? What are we doing that will
change the world (again)?
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

We live or die on our ability to drive breakthrough innovation,
Driving innovation into our existing products, while also doing the work to deliver a series
of breakthroughs of the coming years.
Uniquely positioned to change the world through great software
How we wile make it happen.
o Continue to aggressively fuel our investment in R&D
o Ensure we continue to attract the best minds in the industry
No shortage of opportunity for us
o Still many inefficiencies that can only be addressed with software advances.
o Important industry trends that fuel new opportunities for software breakthroughs
Continued investment in R&D
Working with BG leaders on driving new advances across the company
The competitive landscape: "Faddishly hot" vs. lasting impact and winning

I understand part of our strategy is to sustain our competitive advantage through
integrated innovation, As we develop more complex products, and grow as a company (in
number of employees), this entails increasingly complex integrated execution. How are we
going to continue pulling this off? Do you see a limit as to how large and complex we can
be as an organization?
¯ Integrated innovation ~s a umque differentiation for Microsoft
¯ Putting in place the processes that really enable our various groups and technologies to
work together.
¯ We’re more focused on cross-company execution than we’ve ever been
¯ Many great exemples of how that is working. Watson, CLT, MOM
¯ Infinitely scaleable
What was the reason for cutting WinF8 from the Longhom release? Are we abandoning
the whole LH Wave concept?
¯ Vision and commitment to LH has not changed
¯ We are still on a path to deliver advances well beyond the magnitude of our pdor
innovation leaps.
¯ PrioritlzJng end getting it right
¯ Outline Customer & ISV benefit
¯ Specifically highlight commitment to Winl=S
What are the key strategies to deal with the security headaches we’ve had to address in
the past year?
¯
¯

Making security a part of everything we do from the ground up
Progress: Technology, Customer Education and Enforcement
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¯
¯
¯

Continued focus on: ~solation and resiliency; updating; quality: authentication and access
control.
TWC vision and progress
Future advances (R2)

Please help us better understand the vast sum of money we spend each year on research?
Where does the money get spent? What do we get from our investment?
¯ R&D is a lot more than MSR
¯ Innovation is keyto our future success
¯ Tying innovation to scenarios and customer needs
¯ Technology transfer - payback and Examples - correlation to market leadership
¯ Measuring impact’ patents
How much of your time are you spending in R&D area in MS, and what kind of activities
are you doing?
¯ Microsoft isstill thefocus
¯ Balance of time in working between research and BG work
¯ Excilement for the future and our prospects
¯ Commilted forthe long-term

Steve
1. My question for the company meeting is, "How aggressively will we grow"? Are we
moving to a model where compare ourselves with older or more conservative companies
like Disney and Dell, with little interest in taking risks and offering new features and
products, or are we going to stay the "Microsoft of the 90’s", and compare ourselves with
companies like Google and Apple, and take more new risks and really focus on crating
cool and interesting technologies that consumers "really, really want" to buy?
fCore question: Growth: How will we grow? Will we grow?)
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Tie our growth prospectslo innovation
What you’re doing to ddve the innovation - big bets and aggressive R&D
The difference of being "First to cool" vs. "first to profit"
Optimism for growth oppodunities
Success requires execution excellence

2. If you were projecting our financial figures 5 years out, what would you be happy with in
terms of an annual revenue and profit growth over those five years? What would be a
stretch target?
(Core question: Growth. Be specific, whal is your target, what level of grovdh should we be happy
with?)
¯
¯
¯

Define success metrics and indicators
Outline specific opportunilies in the P&L’s
The target: illustrate the magnitude of growth you will he happy with in 5 years

2a. Follow-on question from Kevin. "You mention the importance of improving our
excellence in execution and how this is related to our success. Make this real for
people, give an example of what you mean by driving greater excellence.
¯

Define "excellence:" consistent, high quality (and low cost) execution in all we do
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Examples: Engineering excellence, marketing work
It’s about how we work - clear pdonties and accountability
3. I am feeling concerned with the announcement to give back $75 billion back to
shareholders. It sounds as if we could not find better ways to invest the money in
growing the company.
(Core question: Evolution and Innovation: Why did you do the dividend? What does it say
about the company?
¯
¯
¯
¯

The dividend represents optimism
Why we did the dividend
Responsibility to shareholders
Preserving our abdity to invest in ~nnovation

4. How are we doing vs, Linux? Can you give us some specific comparables so we know
where we are winning, holding our ground and still losing ground? Do you see a threat
from Linux in the home PC market?
(Core question: Winning: Will we win in our competition with OSS?
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

We are hitting our stride in understanding how we meet the challenge
Competing with Unuxthrough innovation, quality support execution, and facts-based
customer education.
Confidence for our success- OSS evolution and the commercial model
Need for flawless exeoution
Getting traction- The facts are speaking for themselves
The home market threat- customer value, our investments and partner ecosystem

5. As MSFT is a matudng company, certain priorities have seemed to change - the cost
cutting initiatives being one of them...what are your concerns about the type of message
that things like cost cutting send to employees? Meaning, are we sending the message
that working for MSFT is like working for GM - a big stodgy corporation?
(Core questions: Evolution:/s all the cost cutting evidence that we becoming a stodgy
corporation?)
¯
¯
¯
¯

Keeping the company dynamic and agile - We have as much opportunity to grow and are
more dynamic than just about any other company in the wodd.
Still making the b~g bets across our businesses.
Evidenced in the products and technologies we have and are bringing to market..
Staying dynamic, while also becoming responsible

6. Cross group collaboration consistently rates as one of the lowest scoring areas within
Microsoft on the Company poll, and one would assume that to keep organization structure
seams out of our designs it would need to be one area where Microsoft must excel, What
steps are we taking to make sure that Microsoff’s organization stnJcture is also not
showing through in the design of our products? Do you feel these steps are sufficient and
how (Io you think we are doing?
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¯
¯
¯

Steps we are taking. A~countable for clear commitments and sharing across orgs.
Integrating to meet customer needs
Value propositions

Joint Questions
1. What are the 3 crucial things you want employees to focus on in FY05 for our collective
success? What will you do to ensure that we can execute on those 3 crucial things?
1. innovation and Growth
2. Business Performance:
3. How we work: Excellence
~>. You talk a lot about commitments. Do you have specific commitments?
~ Bilt and Steve to talk to their commitments (from offsite)
~ Key commitments that other execs are responsible for.
3. What is your vision for the company in ten years, and what is it in 20 years?
¯ Continuing to invest, making big, strategic bels and doing innovative work
¯ Bringing in talent that ensures we have necessary abilities to seize opportunities
¯ Maintaining the dynamic environment
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Microsoft Company Meeting
Draft Talking Points
Bill
As Microsoft matures, how wifi you continue to ensure that it keeps trying to innovate,
building the better mouse trap, recreating itself: continue to focus on the future and not
just rest on past laurels and defend its existing portfolio? What are we doing that will
change the world (again)?
¯

¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

We live or die on our ability to ddve breakthrough innovation
a (Bill, you can use the soda analogy to illustrate the challenge we face everyday in
"reselling" to our customers based on innovation we deliver).
b We are absolutely still driving innovation into our existing products, wh=le also
doing the work to deliver a series of breakthroughs of the coming years. Our
focus and ability on deliver software breakthroughs has never been more
important or clear. I still believe that we are uniquely positioned to change the
wodd through great software and also enabling new scenarios at work and at
home.
How we will make it happen. To do this we will:
o Continue to aggressively fuel our investment in R&D -we’re not pulling back
here whatsoever.
Ensure we continue to aflract the best re=rids =n the industry from around the
world. Our people and our ability to execute are our most important assets.
There ~s no shodage of opportunity for us, especially as we are in a unique position to
dehver key software breakthroughs.
o There are slill many inefficiencies that can only be addressed with software
advances. Communications, information visibility, IT costs, development - key
opportunilies for MSFT to make big contributions.
At the same time there are important industry trends that fuel new opportumties
for software breakthroughs-hardware advances, storage, networking advances
Our continued investment in R&D and the yield from this investment is what’s going to
create the breakthroughs of tomorrow and ensure we’re are poised to take advantage of
these advances. Specifically, we are ddving innovation into existing products:
o Office system advances (XMLfinfoPath, One note, Outlook),
o Windows client (media scenarios, SP2),
o Windows sewer(management).
o .Net and Web services.
And on a path to deliver new breakthroughs:
o Search
o Tablet
o Speech
o Project Green
o Longhorn
My specific contribution to this is working with BG leaders on driving new advances
across the company (the list, new scenarios, integration and engineering excellence)
On the competitive landscape: There areas where we are seeing competitors who I
would characterize as =faddishly hot." Areas like search and media are good examples of
this. When you look at the long term investments we are making, the =nnovations we are
driving and the breadth of our vision - I believe we will make the biggest conlribution in
these areas and will absolutely be in a position of market leadership

I understand part of our strategy is to sustain our competitive advantage through
integrated innovation. As we develop more complex products, and grow as a company (in
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number of employees), this entails increasingly complex integrated execution, How are we
going to continue pulling this off? Do you see a limit as to how large and complex we can
be as an organLzation?
¯ Why is integrated innovation important:
o Integrated innovation is a unique differentiation for Microsoft, only we can truly
deliver products lhat tie together a broad set of computing scenarios- Integrated
innovation is what our customer buy and is our core competitive advantage
o I think we can actually capitalize on this even more and work harder to deliver on
the promise of integrated innovation - if we do this, our opportunities for growth
will increase dramatically.
¯ How we are going to pull it off:
o I do acknowledge there’s a challenge in delivering on integrated integration as
we continue to grow in size, and the complexity of technology we deliver grows
as well. But what we’ve become really good at these past few years is putting in
place the processes that really enable our various groups and technologies to
work together.
o Key to delivering ~s focus on customer value propositions and core customer
scenarios that we will deliver on. Work Jon DeVaan is ddving is designed to
ensure we are building technologies to deliver on customer needs - and that this
is done in an integrated approach across teams
We’re more focused on cross-company execution than we’ve ever been - on
making sure that our key initiatives have the right people, the dght resources, the
dg ht technologies.
¯ Many great examptes of how that is working.
o One that I really like is the Watson error-reporting tool. Watson came out of
Office, but once we saw what =t could do, we started building =t =nto a whole slew
of products. And that happened really, really fast. I don’t think we could have
done that. say, five years ago.
o CLT with AIIchin, Peele, Mehdi and Bach - focusing on core value props and
scenarios for consumers. Digital media as an example and the cross-company
work that happened to delver on this.
~ Another example is MOM 2005 and the associated management packs. Each
Server SKU builds their own set of management packs (and 3rd parties do this
as wetl) to ensure that their reports can be interpreted and reported by MOM. In
fact, for SKUs that won’t ship for a little while, they are including their
management packs along w~th the latest MOM release, not wa~ting for a new
version oflhe product to come out. Over 30 MS Management Packs are already
available, and 20 new ones ship with MOM 2005. It’s now part of the Windows
Server System Critena.
Do I see a limit to the size of the company? Not really, because Microsoft will always be
an ecosystem of smaller businesses each working in partnership towards common goals.
The beauty of that model is that we give people the freedom to innovate, to be creative,
but it’s all directed towards the integrated whole I think that model is pretty much
infinitely scalable,
What was the reason for cutting WinF8 from the Longhorn release? Are we abandoning
the whole LH Wave concept?
,, Vision, commitment and excitement for LH has not wavered.
o Vision and commitment to LH has not changed - and in fact we’re now better
positioned to deliver on lhe vision. We are still on a path to deliver advances well
beyond the magnitude of our pdor innovation leaps.
o We will dehver huge advances that I feel will surprise people.
Explain situation and logic:
o We decided to release a number of products before Longhorn so we can take the
time to get it dght, and to pdodtize the impodant secudty features of XP SP2. But
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all products after Longhorn will deliver on ~ntegrated innovation by building on ~ts
next-generation capabilities. Great innovations sometimes are hard, not quick
and easy. It’s important we get it right. Windows 1,3, and 2000 all tooktime, and
a]l were worth ~t. Longhorn has even more innovation, and =t will be worth it too.
¯ Outline Customer & ISV benefit
o Customers can now build the larger dates we communicated into their plans. We
are now super clear on our technology roadmap and commitments. This is great
for us and really good for customers and ISVs.
o By delivering these components separately we are able to ddve even greater
customer benefit - as we will enable WinXP and Windows Server customers to
utilize Avalon and Indigo, which is key because they get to see the vision, to see
where it can go, how it can transform what computers can do for them. They get
to see the roadmap cieady without having to make the transition to WinFS
immediately. I really believe that’s a win-win
o This also benefits ISVs. ISV feedback has been really strong because they now
have an even larger base of potential customers for their LH apps. Before, we
made our partners make a hard decision - support the new OS with new
funct=onaMy and platform, winch has zero market share? Or support their larger
existing code base? Most companies can only afford to do development, testing,
marketing for one orthe other. Now, as we make WinFX available on a much
broader platform, this provides a much more flexible set of opportunities for our
partners, our customers, and the industry and ecosystem as a whole.
¯ Specifically highlight commitment toWinFS
o Our commitment to WinFS is also strong - in fact, we’re scheduled to be in beta
with WinFS right as LH ships.
o Talk to the key advances we drive as a result of shifting the underlying data
architecture to WinFS. I also want you to speak to our commitment and make
this team fee~ good.
What are the key strategies to deal with the security headaches we’ve had to address in
the past year?
¯
¯

¯

Make it clear that our work is not done
o First and foremost, we will continue our focus on making secudty a pad of
everything we do from the ground up as we build products.
Highlight the great progress resulting from the focus on making things better for
customers. Technology, Customer Education and Enforcement:
o I feel really good about the advances we delivered this past year to address
security issues, and we’re headng more and more from customers that they
believe we are on track.
o Outline key products/technology: SP2, ISA, SMS - all key in our vision to protect
our customers.
o Education: We worked hard to educate customers on the importance to utilize
firewalls and ensure they have up-to-date AV solulions. We~ve also conducted
XX number of security seminars around the world, speaking to XX customers.
All of this has had a positive effect as well. If you contrast blaster and slammer
to recent attacks.
o Enforcement: making significant progress here - over 757 security related
enforcement actions in FY ’04
Continued focus and construct for how we work on security
We will continue with our unwavering focus on these areas. Speciflcalfy,
isolation and resiliency; updating, quality, authentication and access control.
I want you to use this as an opportunity to highlight the progress we are making on TWC
as a whole. Specifically on SPAM and related issues:
o Additionally, we are making significant progress on issues like SPAM and
malware. Delivered SmartScreen technology and have now integrated into
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Outlook, Hotmail and Exchange. On hotmail alone we are blocking X pieces of
SPAM per day. Here on campus, OTG is currently blocking X p~eces ef SPAM
through the implementation of 8martScreen.
The future: Moving forward, with releases such as R2 from the Windows Serverteam,
we’re teaming up with partners to supporl NAP (network access protection), so that
anytime someone connects to their corporale network, their PC is scanned 1o make sure
it’s clean from all known issues.
Please help us better understand the vast sum of money we spend each year on research?
Where does the money get spent? What do we get from our investment?
Explain that R&D is a lot more than MSR
o First, it’s really important to understand what the big number includes. The
biggest part of it is development, not pure, blue-sky research. That means
development work on all our future products and teclmologies, some of them
pretty close to market So that par[ of the investmenl - and it’s more than halfgoes directly to delivering technology directly to our customers.
¯ Strategic to our future
o We are in the innovation business. Core is delivering on our customer needs
loday. But the only way we maintain our leadership position is if we are making
investments to drive the types of advance that are 5 - 10 years out - the types of
lhings lhat customers aren’t even thinking about. This ~s the most strategic
investment we can make - our leadership is predicated on this.
We’re in a unique position to conduct research against a broader set of scenarios
than lust about any other technology company. (d~scuss focus areas that
employees may not be exposed to).
Technology transfer
o What we spend on research itself gives us a tremendous payback - the work that
is being done in MSR and around the company (and around the world in our
various research outposts). Has tremendous impact on our products and
customers.
o They include medm codecs, ClearType, text-to-speech engine, source-code
analysis tools, cryptographic advances, Smart Tags, anti-piracy technologies,
new datamining techniques, adaptive rendering, digital ink, natural-language
technologies, elc, etc.
o There is a d~rect correlation between the breakthroughs we dehver through
research and our ability to lead in the sewer markel, desktop, search, games,
etc.
¯ Measunng ~mpact
o A key measure of our impact ~s patents. We discuss number of patents filed, and
we’re en a path of filing 3,000 patents this year, up [rom 2,200 last year.
Certainly, this is really strong - but there are other measures which are
interesting indicators for us.
o MIT has a measure of patents cited (you have this)
How much of your time are you spending in R&D area in MS, and what kind of activities
are you doing?
¯ Microsoft is still my full-time job
¯ Describe how you balance your time in working with the research groups to map future
advances and investments and the work you do with the BGs, going deep on technology
and product issues and driving the scenarios. (maybe speak to the list, your role as
approver, mentor, etc).
¯ Describe how you tie these together and still conduct think weeks.
¯ Point to your excitement that goes back to the founding vision, and how you feel there is
still so much potential to blow people away by delivering software breakthroughs.
¯ Commilted forthe long-term.
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Steve
1. My question for the company reeeting is, "How aggressively will we grow"? Are we
moving to a model where compare ourselves with older or more conservative companies
like Disney and Dell, with little interest in taking risks and offering new features and
products, or are we going to stay the "Microsoft of the 90’s", and compare ourselves with
companies like Google and Apple, and take morn new risks and really focus on creating
coof and interesting technologies that consureers "really, really want" to buy?
(Core question: Growth. How will we grow? Will we grow?)

¯
¯

¯

Tie outgrowth prospects to innovation
We are a company that will continue 1o grow through breakthrough software
innovations. Our ability to innovate and deliver on customer needs across these
businesses is our growth enabler - and I believe we will meet the challenge.
What you’re doing to ddve the innovation - big bets and aggressive R&D
o When you step back and think about the work underway at the company - not
only the advances we are driving in our larger businesses like Windows and
Office - but the work underway in our emerging businesses and the big, big bets
we are taking in areas like mobile, small and mid-size business, home and
entertainment and online - its so clear that we are more dynamic with more
oppodunities to change the world than ever before.
o We are aggressive about our innovation investments: $6.1B for FY05.
o The key is to accelerate the innovation
The difference of being "First to cool" vs. "first to profit"
Optimism forgrowth
o We’re on a trajectory - everyone of our 7 businesses is growing.
o We are poised to ride a wave of industry growth
o It took 30 some years for the PC IB to grow to 600M. In the next 6 years, by
2010, it is projected to be lB. The opportunities for big growth are in our hands.
Success requires execution excellence

2. If you were projecting our financial figures 5 years out, what would you be happy with in
terms of an annual revenue and profit growth over those five years? What would be a
stretch target?
(Core question: Growth." Be specific, what is your target, what level of growth should we be happy
w#h ?)
¯

Success metrics
o I am confident we can continue growing faster than the technology industry.
o Continued growth of our 7 businesses.
o During fiscal 2004 our operating income (excluding legal and O’I’P expenses)
was nearly $14 billion. Not many companies make $14 billion in operating
income each year. Maybe just lhree or four worldwide.
¯ Specific opportunities in the P&L’s
o We can generate meaningful top and bottom line growth. We have strong growth
opportunities from our innovation investments across the company, including: PC
Market growth, New IW Scenarios, Enhanced Server position, Reducing
complexity and costs for IT Pros and Developers, IT Services for consumers and
smatt business, Business Applications, Non-PC electronics, Entertainment,
Advertising/information and Communications.
o The target: illustrate the magnitude of growth you will be happy with in 5 years
o Growing operating income by four billion dollars over the next few years
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Not many companies today even make $4 billion in total operating income?
Maybe 40 worldwide.
So what ~s a good growth number for us? Four billion? Five billion?
I know that when we think about what is possible that could translate to growing
by the annual operating income of a whole Nokia, or a whole Siemens or
potentially even a whole Intel.
I will say that I would be very pleased if we grew operating income by the size of
some of these companies. That would be a prelty tremendous accomplishment.
2a. Follow-on question from Kevin. "You mention the importance of improving our
excellence in execution and how this is related to our success. Make this real for
people, give an example of what you mean by driving greater excellence.
¯

Define; When we talk about =exceflence," what we mean =s consistent, h~gh quality (and
low costt execution in al] we do
o One example is creating products, serving customers and operating the
business.
o Our Engineering Excellence initiative is helping the product teams create more
secure and reliable products at lower costs and on better schedules. The results
show in products such as Windows Server 2003, SQL Server 2000 Serv=ce Pack
3, SMS 2003, Exchange 2000 Service Pack 3 and the .NET Framework. The
changes the Windows team is making to its development and build processes
will have similar great effects
o We are also pursuing excellence initiatives in other disciplines, like marketing.
¯ How we work- clear priorities and accountability
o Executing well on our priorities will require shifts in how we work - individually
and togelher, padicutady as we continue to grow. Innovating, growing share and
profits, and serving customers all ensure that we have no time I’or wasted motion.
o To do this, we need to prioritize the things that matter the most with our
customers and for the company, and then be accountable for executing on those
choices. We need to reduce churn (e.g., org structure, people and strategy
changes) and its impact on productivity, accountab~=ity and execution, and do a
better job of executing well when change is necessary.
Better accountability means leaders thinking through these changes and
priorities better, and all employees executing better on their commitments.
3, I am feeling concerned with the announcement to give back $75 billion back to
shareholders. It sounds as if we could not find better ways to invest the money in
growing the company.
(Cole question: Evolution and Innovation: Why did you do the dividend? What does it say
about the company?
Whatthe dividend represents
o The special dividend and buyback are really a reflection of our confidence for our
long-term potential. They are indicators of the return we expect from our
businesses.
o $30 billion of that $75 billion ~s what we intend to spend on buying back our own
stock, And that shows incredible confidence in the future of the company -it
basically means we looked around for the best place to invest $30 billion, and we
couldn’t see a better investment than our own stock.
¯

The logic for doing the dividend
o The $60 billion that we currently have in cash and short term investments is more
than the total cash and shod term investment balances of Intel, HP, IBM, Oracle,
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Dell and Cisco combined. This is a very fortunate situation and one that can’t
really be compared to cash distrfbution decisions of other companies.
o Respons~bihtyto shareholders
¯ Preserving abilityto innovate
o We are fortunate to be in the position of being able to return cash to shareholders
AND continue to invest aggressively in the business -- in our people, in software
innovations, and as appropriate, investing in third party technology and
companies that will help us innovate and grow.
o This company is built on innovation, have thdved on innovation and our future
depends on innovation. We will continue to invest in innovation more than any
other company in our industry.
o As a company, we have generated roughly $14 billion in cash flow from
operations in each of the last three years, even allot investing tens of billions of
dollars back into product innovation and in running our business. If we continue
to perform well, we should expect to continue to generate a lot of cash.

4. How are we doing vs. Linux? Can you give us some specific comparables so we know
where we are winning, holding our ground and still losing ground? Do you see a threat
from Linux in the home PC market?
(Core question. Winning: Will we win in our competition with OSS?
¯

H=tt=ng our stride ~n understand how we meet the challenge
We know how to compete with Linux through innovation, quality support
execution, and facts-based customer education.
Confidence and strategy
o I have a for of confidence in how we stack up competitively with Linux in terms of
strategy, sales and marketing, and our product offerings. As tl~e Linux distribution
model matures, we see vendors like IBM and RedHat adopt=ng a commercial
model around Linux, which, due to h~gh services costs, is quickly putting to bed
the notion that there is a cost advantage over Windows.
o But we have to keep making sure we’re doing the right things:
¯ Where we have a good story to tell vs. IJnux are we telling it welt?
¯ Are we talking to customers and engaging on the dght fronts?
¯ Where Linux has traction, are we delivering the dght products forthe
worldoads?
o W~h single-purpose server scenarios such as file/pdntJweb server, ~t’s a battle,
no question, but we are responding with very strong workload-specific SKUs
such as Windows ,Server 2003 Web Edition, Windows Server 2003 Storage
Edition and an upcoming High-Performance Computing offering.
¯ The facts are speaking for themselves
o We now have independent studies from respected analyst firTns like Forrester,
IDC, Yankee Group and Beadng Point underscore the advantages over Windows
over Linux in key areas such as TCO, performance, reliability, interoperability,
security, support, indemnification and a worldwide partner network. Our Get the
Facts campaign is focused on educating customers about these facts
o Customers are taking notice- we’re making significant strides. (invite
employees to look at the site.)
¯ Specifically, the home market
o In the home market, OSS products simply do not provide meaningful customer
value on the client compared with our offerings. Customers are demanding easy
home networking, great integration with digital med~a, games, etc., and here, we
and our partners are absolutely in a position of leadership. I am confident that will
continue as long as we continue to execute well.
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Most importantly, nobody is really making the investments to completely
understand the customer in the home and also investing to make the PC
experience easier and easier.
5. As MSFT is a matudng company, certain priorities have seemed to change - the cost
cutting initiatives being one of them...what are your concerns about the type of message
that things like cost cutting send to employees? Meaning, are we sending the message
that working for MSFT is like working for GM - a big stodgy corporation?
(Core questions: Evolution: is all the cost cutting evidence that we becoming a stodgy
corporation ?)
¯ Keeping the company dynamicand agile
o We have as much opportunity to grow and are more dynamic than just aboul any
other company in the world. That’s a big statemenl, but the opportunities were
scoped out are very big
o Still making the big bets across our businesses.
o No other company faces with a similar opportunity to have an impact and change
the world through technology.
o Evidenced in the products and technologies we have and are bdnging to market.
I look at that video showcasing our products - a slodgy company does not have
the big goals we do and doesn’t deliver that excitement and innovation.
¯ Staying dynamic, while also becoming responsible
o Over the past three years, we have invested signiticantty and as a result our
expenses have grown faster than revenues. This obviously is not a trend we can
continue.
o While we cannot cost-cut our way to greater profitabilily, it would be irresponsible
if we did not pay continued close attention to how we can continue to tighten our
cost structure
o The bigger picture is this: Either we’re competitive in the marketplace or we’re
not. If our expenses are out of whack, competitors will offer pnces, services or
innovations that we cannot afford to match. Other companies have been severe
in tightening costs the last few years - layoffs, major benefit reductions, etc, We
have not done those things and want to be prudent now so we avoid severe
measures later.
6. Cross group collaboration consistently rates as one of the lowest scoring areas within
Microsoft on the Company poll, and one would assume that to keep organization structure
seams out of our designs it would need to be one area where Microsoft must excel, wttat
steps are we taking to make sure that Microsoft’s organization structure is also not
showing through in the design of our products? Do you feel these steps are sufficient and
how do you think we are doing?
Steps you are taking’
o Beginning with your staff, holding everyone responsible for dear commitments
and sharing those commitments.
o Clarity on shared commitments.
o Ensudng those commitments make their way through the organization.
Why cross-group is important:
o As our customers needs become more complex and we work to make their
experience with our products seamless, cross group collaboration becomes one
of our most important values that gets us to where we need to be.
o It is fundamental to our ability to deliver on the vision of integrated innovation. We
cannot build an integrated plalform from silos.
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Make it clear that cross-group collaboration will be an on-going requirement for the
business, it will require each individual to understand your dependencies be accounlable
to your cross group commitments
Joint Questions
1. What are the 3 crucial things you want employees to focus on in FY05 for our collective
success? What will you do to ensure that we can execute on those 3 crucial things?
1. Innovation and Gmwlh
2. Business Performance:
o Revenue and Profit, Share, CPE, Growth of Client, Server segment growth,
Office 2003 deployment and Developer appeal.
3. How we work:
o Excellence in execution.
o Our responsibility to one another, and as a global citizen
2. You talk a lot about commitments, Do you have specific commitments?
~ Bill and Steve to talk to their commitments (from offsite)
I want you to point to key commitments that other execs are respons=bte for. Example:
Jim AlchintSecurity. ~ think its important that across the company there is an awareness
of disciplined commitmenl setting.
3. What is your vision for the company in ten years, and what is it in 20 years?
¯ I was doing lunch a few weeks ago with a group of folks who started a year ago in
marketing right out of school and we were talking and somebody said, "Well, I’ve heard
you talk about growth and technology and innovation over the next three years, but tell
me about 13 years from now, what’s the world going to be like 13 years from now?
Technology, growth, company size. and the rest."
¯ I see us continuing to invest, making big, strategic bets and doing innovative work.
¯ Bringing in talent that ensures we have necessary abilities to seize opportunities
¯ An interesting indicator for me is a recent study in which Microso~ is the #1 ranked
company, of college students when asked where they want to work. #1. Bringing in
excellent people talent ensures we have the necessary abilities to seize our
opportunities.
I witl tell you if we keep getting lhe kind of people that we have right here, nght now
coming to Microsoft and we make the right bet on software conlinuing to be a great
business, - .... I believe we’re going to write more, better, greater software than other
company out there.
Peoplecomeheretoworkforadynamiccompany-acompanythatchangesthewerld.
And its this kind of vision I have for MSFT in 20 years -still dynamic, still delivering
breakthroughs that change the world, and still one of the best places on earth to come
work and have that level of impact.
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